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English translation:  
 
Shaharzad: Tell us about your exhibition. Why do you want to hold an exhibition? Is this 
your first exhibition? If not, what is the difference of it with earlier exhibitions? What are 
your plans for photography this year? 
 
Zubaida: This is my third exhibition, and my exhibitions are mostly…hmm…not for 
becoming famous, or that people would know my work. Because I know that my pictures 
don’t hold a high value in eyes of most of the people who come here and look at the 
photos that are in exhibitions, because my pictures are not like them. They are not 
clichéd, because my pictures do not illustrate the beauty of a nomad woman or the 
poverty of a beggar. For me though, the exhibition has always been an excuse. It has been 
an excuse for work. You know that each of us need excuses for different things, and I 
need excuses to get work done sometimes. When I think of the exhibition, I get as excited 
as a child. I go take a few pictures, I work on them and stuff…Then when it is at this 
stage, at the stage that I am in now and there is only three days left to exhibition, I lose 
my excitement, because I have done my work anyway, whether people decide to come or 
not; they see the pictures, or not. It is not very important. The important point is that I 
worked and I think my work hasn’t been bad. The pictures in my exhibition are not very 
special pictures; there is a portrait, some pictures from theater plays and so forth, some 
pictures from sceneries and shadows are there too. My pictures are often that, they are 
ambiguous to eyes of many viewers, they don’t have anything to say, any messages. But I 
sometimes love that ambiguity in my pictures, because they are part of me, and I too 
don’t have messages all the time. I am ambiguous too.  
 
Shaharzad: Your exhibition is interesting from another perspective too, because I have 
been to your exhibition last year, I know. Usually when we think of photo exhibition we 
think of something like a painting exhibition; the works that are hung from the wall, or in 
this case printed photos that are hung on the wall. But when I went to your exhibit last 
year, to your exhibition, your exhibition was in fact a slide show. A totally new thing, 
you were showing the photos on the computer, without printing them. You were showing 
them on the computer with music. Do you have particular reasons for this, or is it only 
because of economical reasons like the high cost of printing? 
 
Zubaida: This has a few reasons. The first one is for the economical reasons. I don’t have 
facilities to print pictures. I don’t want to go to somebody and request them to print my 



pictures for me. Because you know most people use their position in this country to get 
things done. For example they say, “I am a woman, so help me out, because I am 
defending women’s rights” and stuff like that. I don’t claim that. So I want to be 
independent and do something that I can do, not to accept something that others can do 
for me. This is the first reason. The other reason is that music has always been important 
to me and I think that the music gives another life, another soul to my pictures and to my 
exhibition. So choosing music is very important to me. The third reason is that I enjoy it. 
I enjoy selecting music and listening to it. I enjoy watching my pictures with music. And 
I feel that if this exhibition matters for even a minority that is huge for me. Because I 
don’t want to do something that makes everybody but me content.   
 
Shaharzad: Can we see your pictures? 
 
Zubaida: Yes. 
 
(Photo exhibition.)  
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